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An attempt w·as made to measure the yields of the stable 

233
cadmium isotopes produced in the thermal-neutron fission of u 

d 235u . l.dan using a so i -source mass spectrometer. The results for 

235u fission indicate that there is structure in the mass-yield 

curve for the region studied which takes the form of a depression 

around masses 112-114. The origin of this structure is discussed 

in terms of the various mechanisms which have been proposed to 

explain the nature of the mass distribution in the symmetric 

region. 

233The U study was unsuccessful because of the experimental 

difficulties encountered, primarily the interference from terrestrial 

cadmium and the low recovery of the fission products. 
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CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Historical Notes 

Shortly after the discovery of the neutron in 1932 Fermi 

and his co-workers(l, 2) in Rome attempted to produce transuranic 

elements by irradiating uranium with neutrons. It was expected 

that capture of one or more neutrons by uranium nuclei would 

result in the formation of beta-unstable isotopes. Subsequent 

beta-minus decay would give nuclei with atomic numbers higher 

than uranium. Alternately production of an alpha-unstable nucleus 

could occur and emission of an alpha--particle could lead to radio

isotopes with a nuclear charge of less than 92. Fermi's experi

ments resulted in the formation of a 13-minute activity which was 

assigned the atomic number 93 on the basis of its radiochemical 

properties. This activity could be separated chemically from 

elements 82 to 92 so it was concluded that it was due to a radio

isotope of element 93. In addition several other activities were 

produced and identified as transuranic elements; four were desig

nated as radium isotopes because they precipitated with barium 

compounds which were norma.Jly used as carriers of radium. 

- l 
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In 1939 Curie and Savitci1(J) attempted to investigate 

the properties of these 'radium' isotopes. They found that it 

was extremely difficult to separate these isotopes from the barium 

4carrier. Working along similar lines Hahn and Strassmann( ) 

added some radium to a solution of the barium carrier and the 

radio-isotopes of interest with the intention of separating the 

'radium' isotopes from the barium carrier by fractional crystalli

zation of the radium and barium salts. The 'radium' isotopes 

were found to be concentrated preferentially in the barium and 

were identified positively as radio-isotopes of barium. In a 

subsequent experiment of Hahn and Strassmann(S) they identified 

the daughter activities, thought to be isotopes of actinium, as 

isotopes of lanthanum. These findings provided conclusive evidence 

that the uranium nuclei were breaking up to form two r.i.edium weight 

fragments, and Heitner and Frisch(G) gave the name nuclear fission 

to this phenomenon. 

Heitner and Frisch (6) estimated that about 200 -:rev would 

be rel1~sed per fission event, arid this large energy release was 

confirmed by Frisch (7) and independently by Joliet (S). It was 

also found that on the average between 2 and 3 neutrons were 

. t- • f (9 ,10)emitted per fissioning nucleus from t11e neutro;i-ri.ch ragments • 

Roberts et al(ll) determined that a small fraction of these neutrons 

had relatively long half-lives ranging up to one minute. Bohr 

(12)and Wheeler subsequently showed that these could be attributed 

to certain fission product isotopes (delayed-neutron emitters) which 

were formed in nuclear states with excitation energies greater 

than the neutron binclin<~ energy from their precursors by beta-decay. 

http:neutro;i-ri.ch
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TI1ese findings indicated that a self-sustaining nuclear 

fission reaction releasing large amounts of energy was feasible. 

The neutrons emitted in the fission of a nucleus could be used to 

induce fission in other nuclei, and in this way a chain reaction 

could be achieved. The first controlled nuclear fission reaction 

was achieved by Fermi and co-workers in 1942 and this has resulted 

in the operation of nuclear reactors which utilize the large 

energy release to generate power. The development of the fission 

bomb followed in 1945. 

During the past twenty one years the fission process has 

been the subject of much experimental and theoretical study. A 

great deal of experirr~ntal data has been compiled on the mass and 

charge distributions in the fission of many nuclides, the kinetic 

energies of the fission fragments and other observable quantities 

of interest. The theoretician has. thus been faced with many 

features of the fission process which must be adequately explained 

by any fission theory - for example the preferent:i.al division of 

the nucleus into two asymmetric fragments in low energy fission. 

However the task of explaining the major features of fission and 

correlating the experimental data has proved to be a complex and 
i 

difficult problem and no generally acceptable theory of fission 

has yet been developed. 

B. The Fission Process 

Nuclear fission is the term used to describe the phenomenon 

in which a heavy nucleus divides into two or more fragments of 

comparable mass. The most commonly observed type of fission is 

http:preferent:i.al
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binary fission where two medium sized fragments a~e formed. In 

addition ternary fission into two fragments plus an alpha particle 

is fairly common, this occurring about once per 400 binary fission 

events. Ternary fission into three nearly-equal fragments, or 

fission into two medium fragments plus a light particle such as 

3 7a tt or Be nucleus is also possible but experimentally these 

have been shown to be very improbable. 

Theoretically any nucleus whose mass exceeds the combined 

masses of the primary fragments (i.e. before neutron emission) 

can undergo fission. However the fission threshold energy in

creases rapidly for nuclides with atomic number less than about 

88 and it requires large excitation energies to induce fission 

in these nuclides. For elements with higher atomic numbers the 

fission threshold decreases and in many cases spontaneous fission 

becomes very probable. Fission has been induced in nuclei with 

atomic numoers greater than 82 (Pb), in rhenium (atomic number 75) 

and in gold (atomic number 79), an<l in nuclei with masses greater 

than about 185. A variety of bombarding particles have been 

used to supply the necessary excitation energy - protons, photons, 

neutrons, alpha particles, etc. 

The products of the fission of a nucleus such as uranium 

range from about zinc (mass 67, charge 30) to dysprosium (mass 164, 

charge 66). This covers a mass range of about 100 and a charge 

range of about 30 units. Over 400 nuclides have been identified 

as direct or indirect products of fission. 

These features of the fission process indicate that 

fission is an extremely complex nuclear reaction. 
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The fission process can be depicted as in Figure 1. The 

steps shown are not necessarily separate identifiable stages of 

a fission reaction but are chosen for convenience in giving an 

overall picture of the reaction. 

The nucleus is first excited through a suitable nuclear 

reaction such as neutron capture, or by photon absorption. It can 

then de-excite through neutron emission, gai:1ma ray emission or 

fission. At low excitation the particular mode of de-excitation 

depends primarily on the fissionability of the nucleus. In the 

235 239
case of highly fissile nuclides such as u or Pu, fission is 

the prirr.ary reaction .rmd neutron emission becomes more competitive 

only with high exci tati on ene.rgy. For nuclides of low fission-

ability gamma emission is the only mode of de-excitation possible 

until the nucleus is.excited above the fission threshold when 

neutron emission and fission become increasingly probable. Under 

these conditions successive neutron emission may occur if energeti

cally possible and may result in the formation of several nuclear 

species with sufficient energy for fission. Thus a single nuclear 

species with large excitation energies can give fission products 

which are the result of first-chance fission, second-chance fission 

following emission of a single neutron, and successive chance 

fission. 

The fragments formed at the instant of fission are termed 

the primary fission fragments. These fragments are neutron-rich 

and they possess about 25 ~feV of excitation energy between them. 
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Consequently they are unstable to neutron emission and have ex

tremely short life-times of the order of 10-lS to l0-18sec. 

The primary fission fragments de-excite by emitting neutrons 

and gamma rays to produce the primary fission products. These 

fission products are in their ground states and are beta-unstable. 

-3These decay with half-lives ranging from about 10 sec to 

several days. Occasionally S- emission leaves the resulting nucleus 

with excitation in excess of the neutron binding energy and delayed-

neutron emission results. Eventually a nuclide which 1.s stable 

to beta decay is produced. Figure 2 shows a typical beta-decay 

chain. 

The primary and secondary fission products are the 

nuclides studied by radiochemistry and mass spectrometry. These 

generally have half-lives which are long enough to enable study 

by one or both of these methods. 
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CHAPTER-2 

M.-'\SS YIELD HEASUREHENTS 

A. _Experimental Technique~ 

There arc two main techniques which have been used to 

measure the yields of the various fission products. 

The radiochemical method involves the isolation of a 

radio-isotope from other interfering activities and the deter

mination of its yield by counting techniques. The method is 

limited to active isotopes with' half-lives long enough to allow 

the separation and radioactive counting of the isotope of interest. 

This technique can be used to measure the yields of isotopes with 

half-lives of the order of minutes. Using various rapid physical 

and chemical separation techniques isotopes with half-lives of a 

few seconds can be studied. For.example, Weiss and Reichert(l 3) 

115
have determined the yield of Pd which has a half-life of 40 + 4 

4 121sec; Weiss and Ballou (l ) have studied cd with a 12.8 + 0.4 sec. 

On the other hand the mass spectrometric method requires 

stable or fairly long-lived isotopes with half-lives of the order 

of days or several hours in cases where the sample can be pre

(15) . 139pared for analysis within this time. Farrar has studied Ba-

half-life of 83.2 min -- using a solid-source mass spectrometer; 

(16) . 138
Clarke has studied Xe-half-life of 14.0 min. -- with a gas 

- 9 
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source mass spectrometer. The elements that can be analysed de

pend on the sensitivity of the instrument to the element of interest. 

The major advantage of this technique is that one can study stable 

isotopes at the convenience of the experimenter. The mass spectro

meter primarily gives the yields of the various isotopes of the 

same element relative to one another. To obtain absolute yields a 

variety of "tricks" must be used. Farrar, Fickel and Tomlinson(ll, lS) 

determined many yields for the high-yield fission products and 

they were able to normalize the yields of the entire fission pro

duct mass range to give a tqtal yield of· 200% with very little 

error. The mass spectrometer is particularly suited for the study 

of fine structure in the mass yield curye because of the high 

precision with which it is possible to measure the relative yields 

of isotopes of a given element. 

The two techniques are complementary. The yields of the 

shorter-lived radio-isotopes that occur earlier in the beta-decay 

chain can be determined by radiocheraistry while the mass spectra-

meter can be used in the measurement of the yields of the longer-

lived isotopes and especially the yields of the stable end products 

of the different mass chains. 

A third technique using high-resolution germanium detectors 

. (19)
has been developed in recent years •. Gordon, Harvey and 1·lakahara 

233ul . l d I . h d. 'b . f 

Gorman(20) has used this technique in conjunction with mass spectro

metry to measure the yields from the 14 ?-1eV neutron-induced fission 

239

have used t ns met 10 to < eternune t .e mass 1str1 ution or . 

of 238u. Also Dange et al (Zl) have measured Pu yields using 
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this technique. These workers employ a 'comparison method' with 

235the u yields as standard. With this method one has to assume a 

?3
set of yields, normally - .)U since these are the most accurately 

known yields, and the errors associated with the assumed yields are 

propagated along with the errors in the gamma ray counting measure

ments. The use of high resolution germanium detectors has the 

advantage of not requiring a time-consuming chemical or physical 

separation of the various elements uith their inherent losses as 

in the radiometric or mass spectronetric measurements. In addition 

it offors the hope thnt with refined techniques the detector method 

can be used to give direct fission yield data. Hm1ever this will 

involve a knowledge of branching ratios for the various gamma 

lines, detector efficiency and other parameters. 

B. Nass Yield Data 

Since the discovery of fission in 1939 a great deal of 

data has been accumulated on the yields of the many isotopes pro

duced in the fission of a variety of nuclides. The data is being 

constantly revised and compiled as better and more reliable yields 

are obtained. Several reviews on the mass yields of many fissile
i 

1 .d ·1 bl (22, 23)nuc .1 es are ava1 a e . 

The earliest measurements were raade by radiometric tech

niques and the mass yield curves obtained showed that the most 

probable fragments formed in the low energy neutron-induced 

235· u 1 size wit· lf · f were o f une.qua · h mass numoers o f abou tission o 

95 and 140. This two-humped curve is the most striking feature 
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of the mass division, and any acceptable model or theory of fission 

must explain the division into two asymmetric fragments. These 

early mass yield curves were drawn as smooth curves because of the 

low accuracy (typically 10-20%) of the yields. Figure 3 shows an 

235
early radiochemical mass-yield curve for u. 

The first application of the mass spectrometer to fission 

yield determinations was by Thode and Graham in 1947(2
l)• They 

measured the yields of the krypton and Xenon fission product iso

133 134topes and they found that the yields of Xe and Xe were 20-30% 

higher than would be expected from a smooth mass-yield curve. This 

was conclusive evidence of the deviation from a smooth curve and 

established the existence of 'fine structure' in the mass curve. 

This 'fine structure' has since been explained in terms of a 

. . . . ld . h (15' 17, 25) d 11variation J.n neutron yie wit mass , an to a sma 

extent in the preferred formation of certain isotopes in fission 

26 2because of increased stability in their nuclear structure ( ' 7) 

The nmss spectrometric technique was used by Fickel, 

. (18) 235u.Farrar and Tomlinson to re-determine the mass yields for 

235
The result of their studies was a new mass yield curve for u 

fission by thermal neutrons which eliminated many of the errors in 

the radiometric measurements by interrelating the yields of various 

mass chains with one another. This was achieved by relating the 

yields of the isotopes of neighboring pairs of elements by means of 

a pair of isobars. For example the yield of 285-day ll14c was58 e 

determined with respect to the other cerium isotopes. The yield of 

144:{d was then measured relative to the other neodymium isotopes.
60

In this way the yields of the cerium and neodymium isotopes were 
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intercalibrated. The resulting mass-yield curve was of high pre

cision and accuracy and it remains the best known of the mass 

235
yiel<l curves. Figure 4 shows the mass-yield curve for u from 

mass spectrometric measurements. 

In spite of the large amount of fission yield data avail

able there are only a few isolated yield measurements in the mass 

region 105-125. This is the region of 'symmetric' mass division 

and in the low energy f:i.ssion of most nuclides the yields are 

extremely low and are of the order of 0.01%. The shape of the 

mass yield curve for this region is not very well known because 

of the few yields available, and a smooth curve is normally drawn 

through this region to connect the regions where. asymmetric mass 

division occurs. The scarcity of accurate yields in the symmetric 

or 'valley' region is due primarily to the low yields within this 

region and the experimental difficulties involved in these deter

minations. Radiochemical measurements are limited by the absence 

of suitable radioisotopes for study. On the other hand mass 

spectrometric measurements are hampered by the low sensitivity of 

the instrument to the elements in the valley region which woul<l 

require relatively large samples. The first known attempt toi 

measure yields in the synmetric region by mass spectrometry was 

by deLaeter ia 1969(ZS) and his work was confined to the stable 

233tin· isotopes· in tieI · . f wit1. l herma d f ast neutrons.· f ission o u t 1 an 

The study of 232Th by Turkevich and Ni.day(Z9) indicated 

the possible existence of a peak in the valley region. Iyer 

(3'') (31)
et al v and Ganapathy and Kuroda have also studied the 
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232
fission of Th and their data support that of Turkevich and 

Niday. These measurements were all obtained by radiometric methods 

and seem to provide conclusive proof of the presence of a small 

peak in the symmetric region giving a triple-peaked mass distribution. 

Thind and Tomlinson (3Z) have suggested that this small 

peak may not necessarily be a true peak that would be present in 

the primary mass distribution i.e. before neutron emission, but 

could be due to perturbations in the mass yields as a result of 

neutron emission. They have shown by an argument similar to that 

used in explaining the fine structure observed by Thode and Graham 

that based on a smooth primary mass distribution in the syrmnetric 

233 235
region for U and U there could be a form of 'negative fine 

structure' arising from neutron emission by the fragments. They 

point out that the peak seen by Iyer et al may actually be the 

result of this 'negative fine structure', and w.ay be a feature of 

233 235tiel symmetric· region for u and u.· Their calculations were 

based on arbitrary primary mass distributions using neutron 

yield data with possible large errors but the existence of 'nega

tive fine structure' may be possible nevertheless. Iyer et al 

also consider this possibility in discussing their results. 

Fairhall and Jensen (3)) were the first to obtain a triple

226
peaked mass distribution. They studied the fission of Ra by 

11 MeV protons and they found that in addition to the normal two 

peaks arising from asymmetric fission there was also a third 

peak of comparable size in the symmetric region. 
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No peak in the synunetric region has been reported for 

235ualthough triple-peaked mass distributions have also been 

34 35>obtained in a few other cases< , 

C. The Two-mode Hypothesis - Symmetric vs Asymmetric Fission 

The presence of a third peak in the mass distribution in 

9the symmetric region has been interpreted by Turkevich and Niday(Z ) 

33and by Fairhall < ) using a two-mode fission hypothesis. The 

triple-peak distribution is postulated to comprise a double-peaked 

distribution due to asymmetric fission and a single narrow peak due 

to 'symmetric' fission. The two-mode hypothesis requires that 

there be two. alternate route.s to fission proceeding through two 

separate saddle points. The one mode resulting in an asyI'1rr<>t:ric 

mass division is assumed to be independent of the excitation energy 

of the fissioning nucleus whereas the symmetric mode is strongly 

dependent on the excitation energy and may also depend on the type 

of nucleus undergoing fission. 

The dependence of the mass distribution on the energy of 

the fissioning nucleus has been studied for many nuclei. The 

energy range studied covers the range from thermal neutron energies 

(0.025eV) to over 50 MeV. The main characteristic of the energy 

dependence of the mass distribution is that the yields in the 

valley region increase relative to those in the asymmetric region 

as the excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus is raised. 

This indicates that the probability of near-symmetric fission 

increases rapidly while the probability of asymmetric fission 

remains relatively constant. It is interesting to discuss the 
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energy dependence as a function of nuclear type. 

In the case of highly fissile nuclides (Z > 90) the mass 

distribution for low energy fission is the familiar double-peaked 

curve corresponding to predominantly asymmetric fission. As the 

energy of the compound nucleus is increased the peak-to-valley 

ratio decreases as a result of the increase in the yields in the 

symmetric region. '..'hen the energy of the compound nucleus lies 

in the range 10-40 :rev the symmetric region ;'fills in" and in a 

34 35few cases < • ) a three·-humped distribution is observed. At 

energies greater than about l10 ~·leV the mass distribution consists 

of a single broad peak. 

For elements of low fissionability like Ac, Ra (Z < 90) 

near-threshold-fission results in a triple-peaked distribution. 

However as the energy of the compound nucleus is increased the 

peak in the symmetric region increases relative to the asymmetric 

peaks and symmetric fission becomes predominant. At very high 

energies the mass distribution becomes a single broad curve. 

For slightly fissile nuclides like Pb or Bi the mass dis

tribution at near-threshold energies consists of a single narrow 

peak ranging from about mass 80 to 125. This corresponds to near

. fi . \ . f . . . 235u .symmetric · ssion. 1 symmetric ission as seen in is non

existent and is not c'.:>mpetitive until at very high energies. 

The energy dependence of the mass distribution tends to 

support the two-mode hypothesis proposed by Fairhall. The yields 

in the synnaetric region increase characteristically as the ex

citation energy of the compound nucleus is increased. The 
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rationale of the two-mode hypothesis is that there are two distinct 

and competitive fission modes, one strongly dependent on the ex

citation energy of the compound nucleus and favoring symmetric-type 

fission while the other is relatively independent of energy and 

leads to asymmetric-type fission. 

Fairhall and JensenC 33) obtained a triple-humped distri

226
bution when Ra was bomharded with 11 NeV protons to produce 

227
the compound nucleus Ac. However, they did not obtain a triple

89
226

peaked curve in the fission of Ra by 20 and 30 MeV He ions in 

230
which the compound nucleus was Th. Fairhall suggested that90

the character of the mass distribution may be influenced by the 

nuclear type of the compound nucleus. However Cobble and co

34 35 233
workers C ' ) found that the He-induced fission of u gave a 

. 235 238
triple-peaked curve but not U or U. Thus it is not clear if 

there exists a correlation between fission mode and nuclear type. 

Alternately the characteristic broadening of th~ mass dis

tribution with excitation energy is also used in considerations of 

(36)
the two-mode hypothesis. ~fany workers prefer a forr.mlation of 

the two-mode hypothesis in which the symmetric mode produces a 

broad peak covering the entire mass range of the fission products. 

The increased probability of very a.symmetric and near-symmetric 

fission is believed to be a reflection of the increased contribution 

froI'1 the syr1mctric mode. The basic trend towards a justification 

of the two-mode hypothesis by these workers has been the attempt 

to decompose the mass distributions for various nuclidcs into 

their supposcdl:l coi;:por.cnt sy::i;aetric and asymmetric distributions. 
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The two-mode hypothesis constitutes the main attempt so 

far to explain the characteristic increase in the probability of 

symmetric fission with excitation energy. The more successful 

models or theories of fission are unable so far to account for 

this feature of the fission process and their predictions are 

(37)
generally not in accord with the data. For example, Fong's theory 

predicts that the most probable fragments in low energy fission 

will be the most probable fragments at all excitation energies of 

the fissioning nucleus. To quote Fong " ••• at high energy, symmetric 

fission and asymmetric fission will have comparable probabilities. 

All rare modes of fission will become more probable. However the 

most probable modes will remain to be most probable. This means 

that the widths of all distribution curves will be increased while 

the peaks of all distribution curves remain unshifted." This 

indicates that asymmetric fission will always predominate over 

~ymmetric fission at all excitation energies of the compound nucleus 

a prediction which is erroneous. 

Hm-mver although the two-mode hypothesis appears to have 

some success in explaining this phenomenon it is still unsatisfactory 

for various reasons. It is primarily an ad hoc argument and it is 

limited in its usefulness towards a general tmderstanding of the 

fission process. For aesthetic reasons one would prefer an ex

planation of the energy dependence of the mass division based on a 

fission theory or model that would provide a unified treatment of 

the various fission phenomena using only a few fundamental assumptions 

and with no resort to ad hoc arguments. 
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It is not clear how the three-humped curve from the 11 MeV 

226prc;ton-induced fission of Ra can be resolved into two asymmetric-

type peaks and a broad "symmetric" peak ranging over the entire 

mass distribution. From a cursory examination of the curve this 

does not seem possible. It would be interesting as well to learn 

252how the two-mode hypothesis would explain the mass curve for cf 

spontaneous fission. The two asymmetric peaks are extremely close 

together with the valley region almost non-existent. Fission into 

two near-symmetric fragments, which ~10uld be expected to proceed 

through the symmetric mode, is very high (l~~ or greater) yet there 

is no apparent contribution from fission through the symmetric mode. 

Also the energy dep~ndence of the mass division does not 

appear to be a smooth continuous function of the excitation 

energy of the nucleus. Studies of the resonance fission of various 

nuclides indicate that the peak-to-valley ratio fluctuates with 

235u-h 1·h f · · f 1t e resonance energy. · e ission o at severa resonances 

ranging from 10 to 63 eV was studied by the Los Alamos Radio

. (38)
chemistry Group • They found that within this energy region 

five resonances gave an increase in symmetric fission while eleven 

resonances are associated with a decrease in symmetric fission. 

These resonances are believed to correspond to the energies of the 

excited nuclear states :md it would appear that the nature of the 

excited state or fission channel determines the nature of the 

mass division. 

It is interesting to note that studies on cite angular 

distribution of the primary fragments indicate that the nuclear 

state of the fissioning nucleus may lead to a preference for a 
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39particular type of mass division. A. BohrC > has suggested that 

for low energy fission the nucleus may bind up most of its energy 

in potential energy of deformation and may be 'cold' at the saddle 

point. The nuclear states at the saddle point may therefore re

semble the quantum states of the ~round state nucleus. Studies 

of the angular distribution of the fission fragments indicated 

that the lowest K = 0, 1 state of the compound nucleus at the 

saddle point corresponding to the vibration of the nucleus into 

asymnetric (pear-shaped) configurations may lead exclusively to 

asymmetric mass division. Fairhall, Halpern and HinholdC4o) found 

that the products of symmetric mass division are isotropic but with 

asynmetric mass division the distribution of the fragments is 

anisotropic. Thi_s seems to suggest th.at a nucleus in certain 

nuclear states and fissioning through a single saddle point may 

divide preferentially into either asymmetric or s~nmetric frag

ments depending on the. nature and spin of the quantum state of the 

nucleus at the saddle point. However Vandenbosch, Unik and Hui

(41) 234 
zenga have concluded from their study of the U(d,pf) 

reaction that there is no possible correlation between angular 

anisotropy and mass asymmetry. 

It may be possible nev.~rtheless that asymmetric mass 

division proceeds through the K = 0, 1- state and other related 

states which are present in certain nuclear species at low energies. 

This may explain the predominance of asymmetric fission at low 

energies and its possible dependence on nuclear type. Alternately 

symmetric mass division may proceed through the high energy quantum 
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states, hence its dependence on the excitation energy of the com

pound nucleus. Certainly it appears that the answer to the question 

of the energy dependence of the mass division will follow from a 

greater understanding of the role of the nuclear states or channels 

at the saddle point and their influence on the various fission 

phenomena. Also there has been a great surge of interest in 

. (42)
fission resulting from the work of Strutinsky on the behaviour 

of the nucleus under extreme deformations and it may be possible 

to explain the energy dependence based on these considerations 

without resort to the two--mo<le hypothesis. 

D. Objective of the Present Work 

The principal aim of this work was to attempt to obtain 

some information on t11e cadmium fission product isotopes in the 

233 235
thermal neutron fission of u and u. It was hoped that the 

i:elative yields of the cadmium isotopes of mass 111, 112, 113, 

115114 and 116 could be measured. cd is unstable and decays to 

115 
49

rn. Any new data within the syrimetric region i:.:ould be impor

tant in filling the conspicuous lack of data on the yields in 

this region. 

This data would be valuable for several reasons. Apart 

from the fact that no mass spectrometric data on the cadmium 

fission product isotopes exists, there is little or no comparable 

radiochemical data. Coupled with the results of de Laeter, this 

data would cover most of the symmetric region and could be very 

useful in eluci.rJating the nature and shape of the mass yield curve 

in the symmetric region. It may be helpful in deternining whether 
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'negative fine structure' 	as proposed by Thind and Tomlinson is 

2 33 235· I f 1ss1on· · o f and • As we11 it· may be pas-present in tie u u 

sible to make certain projections which could help to resolve the 

question of the two-mode hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 3 


EXPET:.DlCl·ffAL 


a) The Instrument 

The mass spectrometer used in these analyses has already 

been descr1 ed . detai· 1 b y 1\ gyei. C
43 > e . is. a ."b in . 1'h instrurnent- 10

incl1 radius, ninety-degree sector solid-source mass spectrometer. 

The spectra were obtained by magnetic scanning of the peaks, and 

the ions were detected with a 14-stage Allen-type electron mul

4tiplier with a gain of about 5 x 10 • The ion current was then 

fed to a vibrating reed electrometer '~1ich was coupled to a chart 

recorder. 

For the purpose of these measurements it was necessary 

to employ an electron-impact source of the type described by 

HeylandC44 > and de Laeter(ZB). Figure 5 is a diagram of the elec

tron impact source. Essentially it uses a triple-filament button 

which is modified to produce an electron beam at ninety degrees to 

the sample beam. ThP. electron energies were variable, and the 

sample filament doubled as a repeller for the ions by introducing 

a variable positive voltage with respect to the case. The 

- 25 
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Fig 5 Electr0n-ImpJct Source 
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necessary bias voltages were provided by modifying the supply cir

cuits to the source. The modified circuits are shown schematically 

in Figure 6. 

The use of the electron-impact source resulted in the pro

duction of large beams of hydrocarbons because of the increased 

efficiency of the source in the production of ions. The large 

hydrocarbon peaks tended to obscure the cadmium peaks by over

lapping them because of the insufficient resolution of the in

strument. To obtain measureable cadmium spectra it was necessary 

to increase the resolution of the instrument from about 300 to 

approxim::itely 600. This was achieved hy replacing the source and 

collector slits i1ith smaller ones. The source slit was reduced 

to 6/1000 of an inch and the collector slit to 10/1000 of an inch. 

The theoretical resolution of the spectrometer with these slits is 

given by the expression 

1011Radius of :-!;~gnet_______ = •
Resolution R = 630source-slit width + collector-slit width 16-/1000" 

The observed resolution in the mass region 105 to 120 was found 

to be roughly 580. Th:i.s was measured from actual spectra wherei 

the resolution is determined as follows from any t\,•o peaks in the 

region. 

Aver_a_g__c~l_i<lt:_b_<?i._ peak.__~_Avera-'~ass of peaksResolution R Distance be~~een centres of peaks 
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b) Preparation of the Source 

The source was cleaned and heated before each sample was 

analysed in the mass spectrometer. The source parts were placed 

in an ultrasonic cleaner for about 15 minutes, washed in distilled 

water and alcohol, and dried with a not-air gun. The source was 

then replaced in the instrument, and the sample filament and 

electron-emitting filament were heated by passing a current of 

about 4 amperes through each filament for 3 to 4 hours. The ob

ject of this procedure was to remove traces of the previous sample 

and to minimize 'memory' effects. 

After a sample run was completed the sample filament and 

electron-emitting filament were heated overnight by passing a 

current of 4 amperes through each filament. 

Occasionally replacement of the filaments Has necessary. 

The sample filament consisted of a piece of rhenium ribbon while 

the electron-emitting filament was of thoriated tungsten ribbon. 

These filaments were welded to their supports with a spot welder. 

c) Sample LoadiT_UI 

The sar.1ple solution was evaporated to a small drop and 

transferred to the ~•ample filament using a polyethylene eye

dropper. The filament was then dried hy passing a small current 

of 0.6 to 0.8 A through it. 

The source was replaced in the mass spectrometer which 

was then evacuated dmm to the operating pressure of approximately 

-710 torr. 
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In order to limit the hydrocarbon peaks to a tolerable 

level it was necessary to hE!at the electron-emitting filament with 

a current of about 3A while the mass spectrometer was being evacuated 

to the operating pressure. This value was obtained through experi

mentation and was fotmd to be suitable enough to reduce the hydro

carbon background to reasonable levels uithout causing excessive 

loss of sample through indirect heating. Also the sample was 

normally run within 36 hours after insertion in the instrument 

before there was undu~ and appreciable loss of sample. 

The electron energy was usually about 25 eV, this being 

the voltage applied to the electron collector. This value is a 

compromise allowing for maxi.mum ion current and minimum hydrocarbon 

interference. The repeller voltage was of the order of 5 - 10 

volts and was adjusced slightly before the run was started to 

maximize the sample signal. 

About 15 minutes before measurements were recorded the 

electron-emittin?, filament current was increased to the operating 

value of 5.0 A. The sample filament was then turned on and slowly 

brought up to 0.6 A in 0.1 A steps. The repeller voltage was 

adjusted as stated before to maximize one of the sample peaks. 

The scan was then started and the spectra recorded. 

The ions were accelerated through a potential of + 5000 

volts. The voltage on the electron multiplier was -2500 volts. 

The peaks were measured on the 30 mV and 10 mV sc:iles of the 

9
vibrating reed eJectrometcr through a grid-leak resistor of 10 ohms. 
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e) Sensitivitv of the Instrument 

An attempt to analyze the cadmium samples was made ini

tially with a conventional triple-filament source. The maximum 

sensitivity that was obtainable by this technique was found to 

-7be of the order of 10 g. of cadmium and there was considerable 

interference from the hydrocarbon background because of the low 

resolution of the instrument at the time. Since the estimated 

-8sample size was of the order of 5 x 10 g. it was necessary to 

employ a more efficient source. The ion-impact source used by 

de Laeter in a similar study of the fission product isotopes of tin 

-8 was found to give a sensitivity of the order of 10 g. of cadmium. 

The sample size in the analyses uas thus very nearly the critical 

amount desirable to give measurable cadmium spectra. 

a) Purification of Uranium Samples 

The samples were purified prior to irradiation by an 

anion-exchange procedure in order to remove any natural cadmium 

j 
present. The anion-exchange columns were prepared with 200 mesh 

Dowex-1 anion-exchange resin, and were equilibrated with 7:·1 lICl. 

Approxi::iately 10 mg of uranium ..,as disolved in concentrated 

1EW and the solution was made approximately 5t·1 in HCl by adding
3 

concentrated :!Cl. This solution was then transferred to the anion-

exchange columr.. The uranium uas eluted from the column by washing 

with D1 HCl and collected in a teflon dish. The purified uranium 
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TABLE 1 

Irradiation Data for the McXaster 

233 235 u and u Samples 

Irradiation 
Sample {foclide Sample Size Time ;fo. of Fissio:-is 

235uA 10 mg 90 days rv10 18 

235u 18
B 10 mg 90 days rv10

235uc 10 mg 90 days rv10 18 

233u 18
D 10 mg 90 days rv10

233u 18
E 10 mg 90 days rv10

Thermal ~eutron Flux= (1.0 ± O.l)x 10
13 

neutrons/cm2/sec. 
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Table 2 

Irr3diation Data for the Chalk River Sample. 

Initial Composition = 0.1115 

Final Composition 

Sample Size 4 7. 2 mg 

*Integrated Flux ~4.2 x 1020 
neutrons/cm

2 

.. 239P f" . ~ o 8"1 f 235u f" . . l 1~ u issions • ~ o 1ss1ons in tie samp e. 

>'<Estimated Values (Appendix B). 
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solution was then transferred to a quartz irradiation capsule and 

heated to dryness under a slow flame. Finally the uranium was 

converted to u 0 0 on further strong heating. The quartz capsule
3 0 

was sealed and tested for leaks. 

b) Irradiation of Sam,1les 

The samples were irradiated in the HcNaster :~uclear Reactor 

in high neutron flux positions for various tiMe intervals. A 

235 233total of 5 sar.1ples were prepared; 3 of U and 2 of U. The 

irradiation data for these samples is given in Table 1. 

In addition a sample of fuel rod in an m;o solution was
3 

obtained from Chalk River. The sample was approximately 10% 

2 35 irra iation. 

235 18 239

enr1c1ec· 1 I in· u l1e f ore · d · · The number of fissions of 

u were est1raate· d to lJe 2 • 46 x 10 wl1ereas t 1e 1 1) u f. ·issions 

2 35u f. .were estimated at about 0 • 8%• o.f t 11c 1ss1ons. The fission 

products therefore were thought to be essentially products of 

235 235 
u fission and they should be comparable to the r1c'..'!aster u 

fission product samples. The irradiation data for the Chalk River 

sample is given in Table 2. 

i 
The samples irradiated in the Nci·Iaster Reactor consisted 

235of 93% enriched u and essentially 100~~ 233u. 

After irradiation in the ~.fc~faster Reactor the samples 

were allowed to cool for at least six months to allow the radia

tion to decrease to workable levels. 

c) Extracti.0n of Cadmj un 

The samples \·:l:rc dissolved in concentrated 1uo and the resulting
3 

http:Extracti.0n
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solution was transferred to a test-tube. The solution was then 

made up to about SH in HCl and added to the anion-exchange column. 

The columns uere prepared as outlined before. The uranium and 

the majority of the fission products were eluted with lM HCl. 

The washings with lM HCl were continued after the uranium was 

eluted so that as much of the fission products as possible could 

be removed. 

In the case of samples A and B the cadmium fission pro

duct isotopes were eluted by washing with ion-free water. This 

eluting agent was also used with the Chalk River sample. In the 

case of the other samples the cadmium was eluted with 10 ml of an 

NII solution.of pH 8. The eluate containing the cadmium was 
3 

collected in a teflon dish and evaporated to a small drop in pre

paration for mass spectrometric analysis. 

The solution to be analysed also contained small amounts 

of various fission products which were not eluted with the lM HCl. 

However it was felt that these impurities could be tolerated 

since they would not appear in the mass region of interest and 

interfere in the mass spectrometric analysis. 

d) Purification of Reag_ents 

The HCl solutions used in the anion-exchange separations 

were prepared by bubbling gaseous HCl through a large beaker of 

ion-free water. The saturated solution was then standardized by 

volumetric analysis. The solutions were made up to the required 

concentrations by diluting as necessary with ion-free water, and 

http:NIIsolution.of
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were again purified by running them through an anion-exchange 

column to remove any possible terrestrial cadmium. 

The ion-free water used in the preparation of the reagents 

was obtained by running distilled water through an ion-exchange 

column packed with a mixed bed of cation and anion exchange resins. 

The ~11 3 solution was prepared by diluting concentrated 

NH with ion-free water to the desired pH.
3 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

A. 	 Abundances of the Natural Cadmium Isotopes 

-7Two samples of about 10 g of terrestrial cadmium were 

analysed for isotopes 110 - 114 and 116. Masses 106 and 108 

were not included as they are not produced in fission. The 

abundances of the isotopes as obtained with the mass spectrometer 

were normalized to 97.91% which is the accepted total abundance 

for these isotopes. In Table 3 it can be seen that there was 

quite good agreement bet,Jeen the Tieasured values and the accepted 

literature valuesC 45 >, The differences can be adequately ex

plained as statistical errors. There did not appear to be any 

systematic errors such as mass discrimination in the measurements. 

It was therefore assumed that the systematic errors were negligible 

or at least small in comparison with the statistical errors. 

i 
; 

235
B. Chalk River Sample _- u 

The Chalk River sample was divided into two roughly equal 

portions which were analysed in the mass spectrometer to give two 

sets of mass spectra of the cadmium isotopes. During run # 1 

- 37 
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TABLE 3 

Yass Spectrometric Abundances 

of the ~atural Cadmium Isotopes 

Mass 
dumber 

106 

108 

llO 

111 

112 

113 

114 

116 

Total 

Run !fl 
Atom % 

:fot !·leas ured 

Not Measured 

(12.38.±_0.20)~~ 

(12.68±_0.18)% 

(21~. 20±_0. 6 7) ~; 

(12. 35±_0. 33)% 

(28. 80±_(). /~9) ~; 

( 7.49=_0.29)% 

-------

97.9n 

-----

Run ff2 
Atom %--

ifot Heasured 

~fot :Ieasured 

(12.25±_0.53)% 

(12. 74±_0.53)~s 

(23. 91±_1.05)% 

(12.27+0.54)~; 

(29.21±_0.28)% 

( 7.53±_0.33)%
' 

97.91% 

Hei.ghted 
Average 
Atom % 

(12.36±_0.19)% 

(12. 69±_0.17) ~; 

(24.11±_0.56)% 

(12.33±_0.29)% 

(28.91±.0.45)% 

( 7.51±_0.21)% 

97. 91% 

Literature 
Values (45) 

(1. 215±_0. 005) 7; 

( 0 • 8 7 5±_0 • 0 0 5) :~ 

(12.39+0.0l) % 

(12. 75±_0.0l) ;~ 

(24. 0 7±_0. 01) % 

(12. 26±_0. 01) % 

(28.86±_0.0l) % 

< 1 . 5 s±_o • o 1 ) 7s 

100.00% 

i 
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19 double scans were recorded and 24 during run #2. There was 

a large amount of contamination due to natural cadmium but the 

data was considered sufficientl:r reliable to allow one to 

separate the contribution of the fission product cadmium isotopes 

from the contribution due to terrestrial cadmium. The results 

of the mass spectrometric analyses are given in Tables 4 and 5. 

The fission contribution was determined for each analysis 

by snhtracting proportionate amounts corresponding to the quantity 

of contamination present. The weighted average of the fission 

product cadmium abundances were then comnuted for each isotope 

(Table 6). 

~1 '! 2 35ll s 1C• , c:· aster , amn es 

The same problem of lar2e terrestrial cadmium contamination 

t 235 1was encountered in t,he nn31yses o.f t1te Hc:-Iaster U sarnp es. The 

amounts of cacfolium observed were small and it is possible that 

there was substantial loss of sample in the recovery stages of 

the analysis. :Jo spectra ~•ere obtained for sample B and it is 

therefore assumed that r.1ost of the sample was lost in the extrac

; 	
tion process. Sa1:1ples ,\ and C showed hig;1 levels of natural 

cadmium which tended to obscure the contributions fror.i the fission 

proclu-::t isotope.s. The data fron the analysis of sanple A ,.ms 

not cons Lele red re 1iarJle enough because of the extremely high con

tamination in the sample. Althou~h sample C showed a large con

tribution of natural cadmium the data was analysed and the fission 
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, .., 

?:ass >hmber 

\~asur~d Relative 
,\bt:adancc 

Terrestrial Cadmium in 
Sample Re la tive Abundance 

F'..ssion Product 
Cndrniu~ in Sample 

Fission Product 
C.cdmium in sn,:irlc 
Atom :~ 

TABLE 4 


;uss Spectrometric Abundances 


of the Cadmium Isotopes from the Chalk River Sample 


Run f.11 


llCJ 111 ll2 113 114 


l. 00() 1.335 2.518 1. 010 3.349 

1. C)l)D l.02') 1. 1}4 3 0.989 2.329 

--- 0.856 o. 575 0.021 1.020 

(27.20_±1.44)% (18.29_±1.75)% (0.67_±1.26)% (32.40_±1.47)% 

116 

1. 287 

0.612 

0.675 

(21.44_±1.47)% 

~ 
.<.::> 

http:21.44_�1.47
http:32.40_�1.47
http:0.67_�1.26
http:18.29_�1.75
http:27.20_�1.44
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TABLE 5 

Mass Spectrometric Abundances 

of the Cadmium Isotopes from the Chalk River Sample 

Run 112 

Mass Number 110 111 112 113 114 116 

Neasured Relative 
Abundance 1.000 1. 354 2.104 1.004 2.648 0.882 

Terrestrial Cadmium 
in Sample 
Relative Abu.~dance 1.000 1.029 1.943 0.989 2.329 0.612 

Fission Product 
Cadmium in Sample --- 0.325 0.161 0.015 o. 319 0.270 

Fission Product 
Cadmium in Sample 
Atom % --- (29.84±3.21)% (14. 84+3. 38)% (1. 32+2. 06) % 29.27+5.03)% (24. 73±_3.13) % 

.p.. 
I-' 

http:73�_3.13
http:29.27+5.03
http:29.84�3.21


Mass Number 

Run !fl 
Atom % 

Run fl2 
Atom % 

Weighted 
Average 
Atom% 

........ 


TABLE 6 

Abundances of the Stable Fission Product Isotopes of Cadmium 

111 

(27. 20±1. 4l1) % 

(29. 84+3. 21)% 

(27.5 +1.3) % 

from the Chalk River Sample 

112 113 114 116 

(18. 29±_1. 75) ~~ (O. 6 7±_1. 26) % ( 32. 40±_1. 4 7)% (21. 44±"_l. 4 7) % 

(14.84+3. 38)% (1. 32+2.06)% (29.27±_5.03)% (24.73+3.13)% 

(17.6 + 1.5)% (0.85+1.l) % (32.1±.1.4)% (22.0 + 1.3)% 

..,... 
.N 
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product cadmium deternrlned. 

The mass spectrometric abundances for sample A uere com

pute<l from l;) Jouhle-scans whereas only 13 douhle-scans were ob

tained with sample C. (Table 7) 

233
T' 'I '! u 1 1 l • Jne two ,,c.-.aster · samp~es were ana ysec 1n t 1e mass 

spectrometer. In the case of sample D no spectra were obtained. 

It is believed that most of the fission product cadmium ,,,as lost 

2 3 3u• t.. f t1el r • d ucts. lie lrecovery o. • '~l app2arec toin t.ie tission pro 

be fused to the quartz vial and the recovery of the fission pro

ducts may have bee:i. very minir1al. Losses from recoil of the 

fission products into the quartz nay also have been a contributing 

factor. 

In the case of sample E the amount of cadmiur.1 observed 

was very small and the i>.'.lmple decayed very quickly. Only 4 

double-scans were recorded .:md the abundances seem to indicate 

that virtuolly all the cadmium observed was terrestrial in ori~in 

with very little contribution from the fission product cadmium. 

The abundances arc close to the natural abundances but there are 

rlcviations that mav be indicative of fission product cadmium. 

Ttie 116 yield is higher than the abundance of the natural 116 

isotope and this su2,gests that some of the nass 116 observed is 

116
due to fission product Cd. 

The abundnnce of mnss 110 is slightly higher than the 
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TABLE 7 

Mass Spectrometric Abundances 

of the Cadmium Isotopes from the Hd'ta.ster 235u Samples 

Hass ~fomber 110 111 112 113 114 116 

Sample A 
Relative Abundance 1.000 1.018 1.616 1.042 2.541 0.732 

Sample B 
Relative Abundance 

Sample C 
Relative Abundance 1.000 1.364 2.088 1.019 2.629 1. 000 

Terrestrial Cadmium in 
Sample C Relative Abundance l.uuo 1.029 1.943 0.989 2.32~ 0.612 

Fission Product Cadmium 
in Sample C -- 0.335 0.145 0.030 0.300 0.388 

Fission Product Cadmium 
in Sample C Atom /~ -- (28.0:!:_2. 7)~~ 12.2:!:_2. 7)% (2.5+2.1)% (25.0:!:_4.9)% (32.3+3.6)% 

.i::-
_;;-.. 
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TABLE 8 

Mass Spectrometric Abundances 

233
of the Cadmium Isotopes from the Md.faster U Samples 

Mass Number Sample D Sample E 

110 (13.84 + 0.09)% 

111 (14.03 + 0.40)% 

112 (22.55 ± 0.18)% 

113 (13.20 + 0.22)% 

114 (25.90 + 0.58)% 

116 (10.49 ± 0.48)% 
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llO
value for 	natural Cd but it appears that this discrepancy is 

a result of the overlap of the llOCd peak with the 'tail' of 

the 	extremely large hydrocarbon peak at mass 110. This peak is 

more than 	10 times the size of the cadmium peak and because of 

the 	overlap between the two peaks they are poorly resolved. 

233
The data for the U samples was therefore considered 

unreliable and no attempt was made to determine the fission 

product contribution. 

113	 113
E. 	 Correction of the ccl and 

1111 ~_<!._..:!:'._1:._i::.:"1-<ls_f()r the cd(nul 

11!1
Cd Reaction 

The data given in Tables 6 and 7 represents the abundances 

114
o e f . d isotopes ·f t h 1ss1on· pro uct · o f cadmium. Tl1e 113cd and cd 

yields are not the actual cumulative yields for mass 113 and 

114 since there is substantial conversion of mass 113 into mass 

] 14 turoug11 t"1e1 · n,y . sum. 	 t 
113cd ( ) 114cd reaction. Ilm-1ever, the of 

the 	113 and 114 yields does constitute the total cumulative 

yields of 	the 113 and 114 mnss chains. Ideally the actual yields 

of mass 113 :md 114 should be determined by correcting for the 

113
i 	 loss of cd through the (n,y) reaction. This is not possible 

to any satisfactory de~ree of accuracy because of the incomplete 

knowledge of ci1e parameters involved. The mass 113 and 114 

abundances were therefore determined by fittin~ the 113 and 114 

abund2.nces to a smooth mass-yield curve. The rationale for this 

riethod of correction is discussed in Chapter 5, Section A. Table 
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TABLE 9 

Mass. Spectrometric Abundances of the Stable Cadmium Fission Product 

235In the Chalk River ~nd Hd1aster U Samples 

Isotopes 

Mass Number ---- 111 112 113 114 116 

Chalk River Sample 
Fission Product Cadmium 
(Corrected for neutron 
capture) Atom % (2 7. 5 + 1. 3) % (17. 6 + 1. 5) % (15. 0 :!: 1. 5)% (17. 9 + 2 • 0) % (22. 0 + L 3)% 

Relative Yields 

NcHaster 235u Sample 
Fission Product Cadmium 
(Corrected for neutron 
capture) Atom % 

1.00 + 0.05 

(28.0 :!: 2. 7)% 

0.64 + 0.05 

(12. 2 :!: 2. 7) % 

0.54 + 0.06 

(12.0 :!: 4.2)% 

0.65 + 0.08 

(15. 5 + 5. 6) % 

o. 80 + o. 05 

(32. 3 + 3. 6) % 

Relative Yields 1. 00 + 0.10 0.44 + 0.10 0.43 + 0.15 0.55 + 0.20 1.15 + 0.13 

~ 

""' 
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9 gives the abundances of the fission product isotopes of cad

mium and the estimated 113 and 114 yields. 
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CHAPTER 5 


113 114A. Correction of the ca and cd Yields 

. . 1 f f. . 3 113cd ·A sunstantia ar.1ount o . ission prouuct is trans

. 114~ 1 • • _ 113(, l( )114Cd . bf orme d i.nto 1_,c, tnrougn the ,c n,y reaction ccause 

Of the h.ign· capture cross-section· (2_ x " larg"'.· 104 b,.,rns). (SO) an cl _-

20
values of the integrated flux for the irradiations -- 4.2 x 10

2
neutrons/cm (Appendix B). 


113 114

The ::ibuncl.:mces of the cd and cc isotop~s after 

correcting for terrestrial contamination in the samples represent 

f . . , 113 'd d 114Cd . . f ltie1 amount o . f iss1on proauct C aw remaining rom t 1e 

113cd(n,y ) uring• tne ' irra<l"1at1on. ',. • ldreaction <l . lne yie o f must 

therefore be increased by an amount corresponding to the loss by 

114
neutron capture while the cd yield must be reduced by a similar 

amount. 


113
The correction for Cd hum-up (Appendix A) involves a 

knotvlc·dge of two quantities - the integrated neutron flux and the 

cross-section for neutron capture. The neutron flux seen by the 

samples has an energy distribution which depends on the characteristics 

of the reGctor and the irradiation position of the saMplcs. The 

- 49 
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Chalk River sample was a portion of fuel rod and it was irradiated 

in a heavy-water moderated reactor. The NcMaster samples were 

irradiated in core positions and the neutron flux was moderated 

with normal water. The neutron flux for these two sets of samples 

thus had different energy distributions. 

The effective capture cross-section for the samples de

pends appreciably on the characteristics of the neutron energy 

(51)
distribution. Westcott has shown that for a well-moderated 

neutron energy spectrum the effective cross-section for a process 

such as neutron capture is given by the expression 

8 02200 (g + r s) 

where a 
A 

effective cross-section 

0 = thermal-neutron cross-section (2200 metres/sec)2200 

g = g- factor 

r = epithermal index 

s = s-factor 

For a l/v law cross section g = 1 and s = 0. The s-factor 

is related to the resonance integral in the epithermal region 

while the g-factor is a measure of the deviation of the cross-

section from the l/v law. The effective cross-section is in 

reality a complex function since the g-, r-, and s-factors are 

dependent on the neutron temperature which must be estimated for 

the samples. In addition the r-factor also varies with the ir-

A 

radiation position in the reactor. The a for cadmium is estimated 

4
roughly 	at 2. 7 x 10 barns for the Chalk River sample and at 

l1 ,
3.0 x 10 Darns for the >kllaster samples. The estimated integrated 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY UB~AFtt' 
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20 2
flux for the Chalk River sample is 4. 2 x 10 neutrons/ cm while 

?Q 2 
for the i'kHas ter samples it was about 0. 3 x 10'- neutrons/ cm • 

113
In order to correct for neutron capture the cd yield 

must be multiplied by a factor - a¢t - which is the algebraic 

113
product of the effective capture cross-section for cd and the 

integrated flux. For the Chalk River sample the correction factor 

is roughly 11. 3, and about 2.4 for the :ic~faster samples. The 

113
measured fission product Cd abundance in the various analyses 

was very small and had relatively large uncertainties (Tables 6 

113
and 7). Using this method the cd abundance corrected for neutron 

capture for the Chalk River sample is (9.6 ±_ 12.lt) atom % while 

for the ~Ic:·1aster sample it is (6.0 + S.O)~~ assuming that there is 

113
no error in the correction factors. It is apparent that the cd 

114
and cd yields can not he determined analytically \:ith any 

satisfactory degree of accuracy because of the lar~e errors in the 

d 114(.'d . 1-' 
J ·an yie us and in the correction factors. 

I n aoc ition t,1e ,, a un ance a ter correction .or con-l 1 · . l 
113"d b d f . f 

tamination nay i10t be the actual fission product contribution 

remaining from the (n,y) reaction. In view of the large quantities 

of natuc1l cad1;1ium observed in the S:lmples the possibility of con-
i 

tamination in the sar.mles prior to irr:idiation can not be ruled 

113
out entirely. This makes the significance of the cd abundance 

after correction for cc:itaf'lination very obscure and this rmy 

account f or tnc ' 1mrer' llJCd aoun ' d ance . . d wacn ' tnc ' '1: c:1asterobt<:nne '' 

sample is corrected for neutron capture. 

~· . 113., 1 • ll..'; l 1 .I::;ince tnc l.a amt Cd yic. ds cannot he calcu ateu 
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analytically with any reasonable degree of accuracy it \ms decided 

to ·estimate these yields by fittinl; them to a smooth continuous 

113
curve drawn through :'1asi>es 111-lJ 6 (Fig. 7). Althouz,h the cd 

fission product yields known with only about 130% precision for 

the Chalk River sample and about 35/~ for the ~rc:Iaster sample, the 

113 114
total cd and cd fission product yields are precise to about 

8~~ for the Chalk River sample and to about 26% for the HcHaster 

sample. 

It is important to note that regardless of uhether the 

sample was contaminated before and after irradiation the sum of 

llJCd d lll+Cd . lJ f . f . . .tle1 an y1e · s a-ter correction or contamination is 

ahrnys equal to the total fission product yields of these two 

isotopes. ~lso the sum of these yields is smaller than expected 

if the yields from mass 111-116 were about the same for all 

masses in this region. The individual yields at 113 and 114 are 

thus depressed relative to the other masses if one assumes that 

the mass yield curve is a sr.1ooth function and there is structure 

in the mass curve which takes the form of a depression around 

masses 111, 112 and 113. 

It should be emphasized that the distribution of the in-i 

d . 'd 1 113cd d 114c<l . ld . b d 1 b" '1v1 ua an y1.e s is ase on t 1e ar itrary assumption 

that the nass yield curve is snooth throu-;hout the mass range 

111-116. It is probable that the 113 yield may be apnreciably 

higher than es tiru1 ted in which case the 114 yield would be very 

low and vice versa. These yields are not independently variable 

since their sun is kno\vn fairly precisely and therefore any dis

tribution of the 113 and 114 yields will result in some form of 
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structure in the mass-yield curve. However there is no reason to 

expect that the 113 and 114 yields are appreciably different since 

there is no evidence that the mass 113 isobars are greatly favored 

over the mass 114 isobars in the fission or post-fission process 

and vice versa. 

In spite of the various precautionary measures taken the 

analysis of the cadmium samples indicated the presence of large 

and varying amounts of contamination with natural cadmium. The 

cadmium isotope of mass 110 is not formed i.n appreciable quaP.tities 

in fission since it is shielded in the beta-decay mass chain by 

llOPd w11cnr . ' is. stable. The 110 mass chain therefore terminates46 

at 110Pd and the only possible sources of fission product 
1!~cd46

are its independent formation in fission or from the beta decay of 

fission product 
1z~Ag. The yield of l~~Cd from these sources is 

negligible in comparison with the cumulative yields of the various 

mass chains in this region and would not be detectable on the mass 

110
spectrometer used in these measurements. The Cd peak observed 

in the analyses was therefore taken to be an indicator of the amount 

of cadmium contani.nation from natural sources and the mass spectra-

metric data was adjusted accordingly to correct for this source 

of error. 

This conclusion is su?portcd by the observation that the 

abundance of mass 110 an<l th~ other rn~sses varied from analysis to 

analysis. For cx;:1mple t>m runs h'ere narl~ from the Chalk River 
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sample. The spectra would be expected to be identical if only 

fission product cad1nium were present. However the different a

bundances of the various peaks reflect the difference in the ratio 

of fission product cadmium to natural cadmium. Run #1 can be 

seen to have re lativcly less natural caduiurn than run ;/2. The 

different 3'.:rnnda:iccs are expected since the amount of fission 

product cadrniwa would not be equal in both sar.1ples and certainly 

the amount of contar:1ination introduced would not be identical. 

It is believed that most of the coatamination occurred in 

the post-irradiation stages and most probably in the anion-

exchange separation of the cadmium fission !ffoducts. The total 

volur:ie of the various reag21\U:; used in the process wos about 

25 ml and assu:'li.ng an equal level of contamin2tion from natural 

cadmium in the reagents, the presence of roughly a few p:1rts per 

billion of natural cacbiurn uould account for tl1e amount of con

tamination observed in the analyses. 

In addition the ratio of mass 110 to mass 113 in all the 

analyses w<is always close to that for natural cadmium. Since n:ost 

llJc ~ . f d 114c. b ( . )o f tlel u is trans orme to a y neutron capture n,y reaction 

any 113cJ in excess of the anticipated ariount of contanination would 

be due to fission product cadmium. TI1e possibility of contamination 

in the sanple prior to irradiation cannot be ruled out and this 

leads to complications in the correction procedure for the neutron 

113
capture decay of cd. 

There is also the possibility t~at the 110 peak in the 

mass spectrum was not totally due to lll)Cd but to the presence of 

· f . . ' llOJ' l 1 1 . This wasan 1.nter er.Lng 1on suc.1 as . c or some mo. ecu ar ion. 

http:assu:'li.ng
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considered and it is believed that the nass 110 peak is due en

. 1 llOCdtire y to • The operating co~ditions for the most efficient 

production of cadmium ions are to a large degree unique; it is 

highly improbable that other ions that would interfere with the 

spectra in this region would be produced as efficiently under 

these conditions. In addition they would have to be present in 

all the samples in appreciable amounts to produce the observed 

' f C ' f llOPd .1eve1 o f inter ~erence. erta1n1y u1ter. erence f rom .ion 1s 

not possible. An attempt was made to study the feasibility of the 

mass spectrometric analysis of the palladium fission products with 

the same elec.tron-:i.mpact source and it was found that it was ex

tremely difficult to analyse Pd. The nwximum sensitivity to Pd 

-6 
was about 10 g and the sample decayed very quickly (15-20 min.) 

so that it was not possible to obtain meaningful spectra. Also 

mixed samples of natural Cd and Pd showed no interference between 

the Cd and Pd peaks since the spectra for these elements were 

obtained under totally different operating conditions. Even if 

interference from Pd wer2 possible the small fission product sample 

-7
of Pd (10 g maximum) would not be detectable in the mass spectra-

meter because of its low sensitivity to Pd. 

In addition if the peaks in a mass spectrum are a composite 

of the contributions from two or more ele1rents or molecular ions 

the abundances of the various peaks will normally show a characteris

tic variation during the course of the analysis as a result of 

the differing rates of growth and decay of the component ion peaks. 

:fo varj at ions other than the expected statistical fluctuations were 

observed in the abundances of the different masses during any of 
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the analyses. There is no doubt that the peaks in the mass range 

110-116 were due to the ions of a single element viz cadmium. 

C. The Data 

The results of the analyses of the Chalk River and ~k~faster 

235u samples are given in Table 9. These two sets of abundanees 

represent tiw yields of the cadmium isotopes in the fission of 

235u. The Chalk River sample contained as well tlle products of 

239
Pu fission which contributed an estimated 3.2% of the total 

fission product cadmium measured and it is believed that the yields 

235
b taine· d s.h oul<l· re flect pruiar1· ·1y t,1e u, f" · The estin.:i.tedo 1 issions. 

•b • f 2 35,J l 2 3911 f • • l • A 1 • j>contri utions .ron • anc u .1ss1on are con~uteu in ,~ppenaix J, 

The two sets of data for the fission product isotopes of 

cadmium aYe similar although there are son.1e apparent discrepancies. 

The 112 yield is appreciably low.:;r aa<l the 116 yield ::1uci1 higheY in 

the :Ic?~aster sDmple. lim·:ever both sanplc:s sho1·: a region of depressed 

yields around 112-114. The observed differences in the yields may 

arise from the different contar:iination corrections in each analysis. 

In addition t~ierc are rlinor factors vhich may introduce 

small variations in t!'ic tuo sets of results. 'i'he two types of 
; 

samples ·:..rcre not identical and they '7ere irradiated tnder different 

?3~ 'P8 
conditions. T'.1e Chall~ T:iver sample consisted of - JC and LJ 

- ,. . 235 .
enriched to about iO,~ in U u~nle t:.1e :rc::aster sar:iples '.vere of 

235 238 235u and r· • l d l l 937 · uu enric 1e to roug 1 y '" in • The C::ialk River 

sample vas a portion of fuel rod and it was irradiated in a pri1narily 

thermGl-neutron flux (lieavy-1.;ater moderated) whereas the neutrons 

-..1 
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from the Hc'.,1aster reactor were moderated with normal water and 

there was an appreciable component of non-thermal neutrons. The 

239Chalk River yields thus contained s::iall perturbations from Pu 

fission while there were small contributions from fission at 

various resonance energies in the Nc:,laster yields. 

The i:nportance of these factors and the extent of their 

influence on the yields is uncertain. Also the Chalk River results 

represent the weighted mean of two runs of the same sample where

as the Hc'.faster results were ob'tained from a single analysis. It 

was therefore decided tl1at it was not justifiable to consider the 

two sets of data to be identical and they were treated as indepenllent 

results. (Figure 7) 

D. Conclw;fon 

The results of this mass spectrometric study of the stable 

2 35ucadmium f ission. . p~od uct isotopes o. · d · •. . f 1 t~ere1 is ain 1cate t1at 

depression in the r.iass-yield curve around masses 112 - 114. De 

2 233Laeter( S) found that for u fission there is little structure 

in the mass region 117 - 126 (Figure 8). If it is assumed that the 

235u~ t lus t. at f orrnass-yie· ld curve tor in· · region· is· sinn· · I.ar to h 
i 

233 235u, a makeshift mass curve (F . f or f. · can bigure 9) u 1ssion .e 

drawn for the mass region 111 to 126 by combining the data from 

Figures 7 and 8. 

The depressed yields in the mass region 112-114 can result 

in. two . T' . 1 'fomJ . .inson (32) 1ave s,1own1 t at a f ormmain ways. nintl an( l h 

of fine struct~re is possible as a result of Ll1e variation in 
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neutron yields in this region. Figure 9 can be compared with 

their theoretical curve (Figure 10). It is now known that their 

prediction of an extremely sharp depression at mass 125 is 

46 
erroneous. Thind( ) has recalculated the 	yields for the symmetric 

. (4 7)
region 	using the neutron-yield data of Apalin and Hilton and 

43Fraser < ), and the results are shown in Figure 11. The pronounced 

depression at mass 125 no longer is predicted since this resulted 

from the original incorrect assumption of a curve in which the 

neutron yield was zero ;it mass '126. The observed fine structure 

around masses 112-114 appears to be similar to that predicted by 

Thind for thi.s mass region. However the pn~sence of structure 

from mass 117 - 126 is also ·expected and this is not apparent in 

de Laeter's results. The reason for this disagreement between 

the data of de Laeter and the prediction of Th:i.nd is not clear. 

It ma.y be possible that the presence of structure is confined to 

a narrow region around mass 125 as in Fir;ure 10, The yields begin 

to rise sharply in ci1is region and the structure may be masked by 

this effect. It is an open question uhether the cumulative yield 

curve would be a smooth continuous function with no apparent 

structure as reported by de Laeter in this mass re[;ion where the
i 

neutron-yield curve reverses itself. '.'fore experimental data on 

the mass- and rn:~utro:i.-yields in the symmetric region must be ob

tained before this question can be resolved. 

The other possible explanation for the dPpressed yields 

in the 112-114 ;::ass region would be that the observed structure is 

present in the primary mass distribution. This raises the riuestion 
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of comple1:1entary structure around :nas~J 119-122. DeLaeter did not 

2 33
f · d any structure in· tlisI · · or u f · ission and l ·in re~ion f ' · tlis wou1d 

appear to rule out the existence of structure in the primary dis

tribution. However it may be possible that this structure is 

washed out fortuitously by the effects of neutron emission. One 

would expect the structure to be smeared out by neutron emission 

from the prinary fragments but it is very improb.:ible that it would 

be obscured entirely. Also if there are structural effects in 

the primary distribution one would have to rationalize the apparent 

lack of preference of formation of these masses. 

If one assumes that the observed depression in the mass 

yield curve is a real phenomenon then it appears that this de

pression results from ci1c variation in the neutron yields in 

this region. This would be the type of 'negative fine structure' 

2proposed by Thi.n<l and Tomlinson (3 ). There does not seem to be 

a peak per se in the symmetric region and one would therefore 

have to dismiss the possibility of a peak resulting from a symmetric 

mode of fission. 

2 33· f h h d · · 1 d f u f · · 

\J'ere not obtained as it would have been possible to determine 

I t is un ortunate t at t e ca nnurn yie s or ission 

i 
233

whether there is fine stucture in the symmetric region for u. 

Certainly there i.s a need for further study of the yields in the 

valley rezion to elucidate the nature of the mass-yield curve in 

this region and to determine if there is any dependence on nuclear 

type. The low fission product yields, the possibility of con

tamination by naturally-occurring isotopes and the low sensitivity 
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of the. mass spectrometer to the elements in the symmetric region 

make this a very difficult task. 
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APPENDIX A 

Correction for loss of 113cd throughthe (n,y) Reaction 

113Rate of formation of cd = rate of formation in fission 

114 - rate of neutron capture to form Cd. 

dN113 N235. cp 113 -Nll3 0113 cp (1)
dt = of . . y 	 c 

where 	Nll3 = no. of atoms of 113Cd at any instant 

N235 235 
= no. of atoms of U at any instant 

235u= fission cross section forof 


il> = neutron flux 


113 113
y = yield of cd 

1130113 = capture cross section for cd 
c 


Equation (1) can be written 


where 

and 

113 	y 

(la) 

or 
(lb) 

;.11\ 
Multiply by the integrating factor e 

(2) 
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(2a) 

Integrating 

113 
= N235 ~113 e.A t + const. (3) 

N113When t = O, 0 

Therefore Const. (4) 

Substituting 	in Equation (3) 

.All3t .A113tN113 	 = ~235 .A e 	 (e - 1) (5))._113 

.A -.All\Nll3 N235i.e. 	 µTI (1 - e ) (6) 

0 235 113 -.A113t
-~Y _p_ (1 - e ) 	 (7)

0113 <P 
c 

113Assuming no neutron capture, the true number of Cd atoms is 

(8) 


Dividing Equation (7) by Equation (8) 

113 
1 (1-e-Cle Qt)

¢0 t c (9) 

1 
= 

The ratio of measured 113 atoms to true number of 113 

atoms is given in Equation (9). 
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The mass spectrometric abundance is given by 

113 b d no. of 113 atoms%• a un ance = _t_o_t_a_l_C_cl_a_t_o_ms__(_l_l_l___l_l_6_) x 100% 

The % abundance is thus directly related to the number 

113of 113 atoms (N ). 
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APPENDIX B 

239Estimates of the Integrated Flux and the Number of Pu 

fissions in the Chalk River Sample. 

235 235A. 	 Initially ~o. of u atoms u 0.1115 (1) 
No. of 238u atoms = 238U = 

After irradiation 

235U* 

238U* = 0.08426 (2) 


-(J <f>t 
= 238u e c (3)Also 

-a ¢t 
= 235u e c (4)and 

238where a = capture cross-section for U = 2. 73 barns 
c 

235UI • 	 . f 668 ba = absorpt1on cross--sect1on or = ams a 

<fit = integrated flux for the irradiation 

From (3) and (4) 

235U* 235U 
i 738u* = 23su 

i.e. 	 0.08426 

0.1115 


0.1115(cr -cr Ht = ln(0.08426) = ln(l.323) = 0.2800 
a c 

o. 2800 	 0. 2800Therefore Integrated Flux <f>t a -a = _6_6_5-.3_x_l_0__....2.,..4 
a c 

20 	 2 
= 4.2 x 10 neutrons/cm 
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235u fi . · ·· 235 235B. ssion rate = U of ¢ (1) 

239p f. . 239p 239 ,.!,u 1ss1on rate = u of ~ (2) 

239
Initially there is no Pu in the sample. 

formed through the 

238u (n,y)
92 

-p 

-B 

following process: 

239u 
92 

l (23. 5 min) 

239,l
93.-p 

l (2.35 day) 

239p
94 u 

The number of 239
Pu atoms present in the sample at any 

time is found by solving the series of differential equations 

d 238u = _238u 0 238 ¢ (3)
dt c 

d (4)
dt 

d 239.. , 2 39 \T 1 (5)••P = ~·P "Npdt 

d (6)
dt 
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' d t f 2 39 '.1where " ecay cons tan or ••PNp 


239 239
AU = decay constant for u. 

For the purpose of this work we can make the approximation 

239
that the number of Pu atoms is given by 

(7)
2 

239
This would be the amount of Pu formed in a long irradia

tion of time t assuming that there is no hold-up by its precursors 

239
and that there is no decay of Pu by transmutation or fission. 

Substituting Equation (7) in Equation (2) 

(8) 

.....1 "' f 239P f" . 1 . 235u f" . .Lie ~ o u 1ss1ons re. at1ve to 1ss1ons is 

given by 

239 239p f. .% Pu fissions = u 1ss1on rate x lOO% 
235 235u fissions U fission rate 

II 

; 

cr239 
fll 100 % x -2235 0 

crf 

100 C/x -2- ,0 

1020II = 9.0 x 2.73 x 10-24 x 4.2 x x 1.6 x l~O % 
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Therefore 

239p f. . ___u._issions
% 0.81%• 235

U fissions 

239 235Therefore the Pu fissions amount to '\JO. 8% of the u 

239
f . . A . h 1 . ld f h Cl · · pissions. ssuming t at tle yie s or t e c isotopes in u 

235fission are of the order of 0.04% and those for u fission are 

239
0.01%, then the contribution of fission product Cd from Pu in 

the Chalk River sample is about 3. 21~. 
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Appendix C 

Figure 12 shows a typical mass spectrum of the cadmium 

isotopes from run Ill of the Chalk River sample. 
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Fig 12 	 ~·lass Spectrum of Clrnlk River Samrle. Peaks on high-mass side of cadmium peaks are due 
to hydrocarbons. 
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